Join us at the CAS Industry Forum (CASIF), focusing on Future Trends in Engineering Education and Industry 4.0, hosted by IEEE APS/CAS/MTT/SSCS Joint Chapter - Lahore Section at UET Lahore Narowal Campus. This event, funded by IEEE Circuits and Systems Society (CAS), is a convergence of innovation, showcasing project exhibitions with the opportunities to win prizes, and featuring enlightening talks by esteemed speakers from both Academia and Industry.

**Event Day**

**Monday 29 April, 2024**

**Timing:** 0800 hours - 1600 Hours

**UET Lahore, Narowal Campus**

**IMPORTANT DATE & LINKS**

- **April 01, 2024**: Registration Opens
- **April 23, 2024**: Last Date for Registration
  - Tuesday : 23:59 Hour (PKT)
- **April 29, 2024**: Event Day
  - Monday : 0800 - 1600 (PKT)

**EVENT MODULES**

- **0800-0900** hours, Welcoming the guests.
- **0900-1200** hours, Project Competition.
- **1200-1230** hours, Lunch & Prayer Break.
- **1230-1315** hours, Invited talk on "The Future Engineer: Skills and Competencies for Industry 4.0" by industry representative.
- **1315 - 1330** hours Talk on IEEE role in Industry and-academia by Lahore Section Representative.
- **1330- 1415** hours, Invited talk on "Innovative Teaching Methods: Blending Tradition with Technology".
- **1415 - 1500** hours, Invited talk on "Sustainable Engineering in the Age of Industry 4.0".
- **1500-1510** hours, closing remarks by Chair IEEE APS/CAS/MTT/SSCS joint chapter - Lahore Section.
- **1510 - 1520** hours, Closing Remarks by the Prof. Dr. Muhammad Shahbaz, Campus Coordinator, UET Narowal Campus.
- **1520-1540** hours, Address by Federal Minister of Planning, Development and Special Initiatives Prof. Ahsan Iqbal Chaudhary.
- **1540-1600** hours, Distribution of Prizes, Souvenirs and Certificates.

**For further information, Contact**

M. Hamza Zulfiqar,
Vice Chair-IEEE APS CAS MTT SSSCS Joint Chapter - Lahore Section
ieeejointchapter@gmail.com

We look forward to your participation in this enlightening event.
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**1ST PRIZE**
10,000 PKR

**2ND PRIZE**
7,000 PKR

**3RD PRIZE**
5,000 PKR

---
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https://forms.gle/G9R3NFyolg3hxoZ7